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IlmnID: Provides a summary of the pertinent information about the SNP or Indel probe. Genome Build is zero if unknown. For indels,

Plus/Minus is reported instead of Top/Bot. See diagram below:

ILMN Strand: The Top/Bot (for SNPs) or Plus/Minus (for Indels) designation of the ILMN strand (Design strand).

SNP: SNP alleles as reported by assay probes. Alleles on the Design strand (the ILMN strand) are listed in order of Allele A/B.

AddressA_ID: For Infinium I bead types, this is the Address ID for the probe specific for the A allele. For Infinium II bead types, the

Address ID for the probe used for both A and B alleles (in this case, AddressB_ID and AlleleB_ProbeSeq columns are empty).

AlleleA_ProbeSeq: The sequence of the probe identified in AddressA_ID column.

AddressB_ID: For Infinium I bead types, the address ID for the probe specific for the B allele.

AlleleB_ProbeSeq: For Infinium I bead types, the sequence of the probe identified in AddressB_ID column.

GenomeBuild: The NCBI Genome Build referenced for information about this probe in this manifest.

Chr: Chromosome containing the SNP.

MapInfo: Chromosomal coordinates of the SNP.

Ploidy: Ploidy of the target organism. For humans, autosomes are diploid, mitochondria and Y chromosome are monoploid.

Species: Species targeted by the probes in this BeadArray.

Source: The database source of the SNP, if available (e.g., dbSNP).

SourceVersion: The database (Source) version, if available, that was referenced for the SNP to create the manifest.

Source Strand: The Top/Bot (for SNPs) or Plus/Minus (for Indels) designation for the Source strand.

Source Seq: The sequence of the Source strand.

TopGenomicSeq (in *.csv version of manifest, but not in *.bpm): The sequence of the Top strand (for SNPs) or the Plus strand (for

Indels).

BeadSetID: An identifier used in the manufacture of BeadChips.

Exp_Clusters: The number of clusters expected to be generated by each SNP: 1 for nonpolymorphic probes, 2 for mitochondrial DNA

and Y chromosome loci, 3 for any other loci for a diploid organism.

Ref Strand: Plus/Minus (+/-) designation for the ILMN strand.

 

See “Strand Definitions” and “TOP/BOT and A/B Allele” bulletins for more information.
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Innovative technologies

At Illumina, our goal is to apply innovative technologies to the analysis of genetic variation and function, making studies
possible that were not even imaginable just a few years ago. It is mission critical for us to deliver innovative, flexible, and
scalable solutions to meet the needs of our customers. As a global company that places high value on collaborative
interactions, rapid delivery of solutions, and providing the highest level of quality, we strive to meet this challenge.
Illumina innovative sequencing and array technologies are fueling groundbreaking advancements in life science
research, translational and consumer genomics, and molecular diagnostics.
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Your Privacy Is Important

At Illumina, we believe responsible data stewardship is essential to promote trust and support innovation. For more details, you may review our Privacy Policy.

California Consumer Privacy Act

California residents may request that we disclose information collected in the normal course of business and how that information is used to personalize your experience. To review or
change how this data is used, you may make a request through this Web Form or call +1 (888) 914-9661, PIN: 320 533. Illumina uses OneTrust, a privacy management software tool, to
handle your request. You may receive emails through the OneTrust system as your request is processed. If you have any questions, you may contact the Illumina Privacy Team at
privacy@illumina.com.
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